
      Jenny Douglas has always had a deep passion protecting and caring for the innocent and 
fragile, manifesting in a lifelong love of taking care of and protecting children and animals. 
Growing up in a suburb of Chicago, she endured a childhood of worsening scoliosis, diagnosed 
at a routine physical at 8 years old (and knows the importance of yearly well checks for all 
patients because of this!). Her diagnosis eventually ended up with her in a full body brace for 2 
years, and then a massive surgery of complete thoracic and lumbar fusion by her early teens. 
This started her down a career path in pediatric medicine, as she understands from a different 
perspective than most providers what it means to be a special needs medical patient, always in 
a doctor’s office. This empathy led her to work for a recreational organization for emotionally, 
mentally, genetically, and physically challenged children and adults for 4 years throughout 
college. After earning her bachelor’s degree in biology at 21, she then spent two years gaining 
more medical experience earning her Certified Medical Assistant degree, Certified 
Phlebotomist, and EMT-B certification before starting her Physician Assistant degree at Touro 
Medical School in Henderson, NV. Jenny graduated in 2008 with her Masters in Physician 
Assistant Studies (MPAS), and has spent the near decade since working as a very busy pediatric 
primary care PA-C in the valley. In 2014 she became the only PA-C in Nevada to earn her 
NCCPA Board Certified CAQ (Certificate of Added Qualifications) in the field of pediatric 
medicine. Her favorite aspect of pediatrics is getting to know her patients and their families’ 
one on one, and spend quality time talking to them, and answering any questions they may 
have. 

   Outside of work she and her wonderful husband of over 12 years are very busy raising their 5 
year old little girl, and 7 year old little boy, and enjoy the child friendly activities of the valley. 
They run their own little animal rescue with a menagerie of species, and save horses from kill 
pens before they are shipped to Mexico for slaughter. She also enjoys riding her horses, 
swimming, and traveling with her family on fun vacations. 




